
Skyreach CM Silver Initial Game Plan 

Trash Hallway 1: 

 We will pull small (1 pack at a time) and see how it goes. 

 We can CC and fight 1 at a time, if needed. 

 Be mindful of the patrol, we want to pull it alone, not while it is near the 3rd trash pack. 

 We'll need to be on top of our AoE stun rotation and/or individual CC. 

 There are many void zones/ground effects. 

 Solar Zone (yellow/gold zone) heals enemies, move them out. 

 Storm (swirling blue puddle with lightning in middle) damages players, move out of it 

 Electrified Chakram (black puddle with electrified blade spinning in center) damages  

players, move out of it. 

 Piercing Rush (attacks in a line), fan out to avoid multiple players being hit, can be  

sidestepped to avoid damage. 

 Spinning Blade (thrown in a curve, then spins in place), deals high damage, try to avoid 

the throw, move away from blade quickly. 

 There are many casts that need to be interrupted. 

 Flash Heal, heals enemy for 25% max hp 

 Solar Heal, heals enemy for 100% max hp 

 Flash Bang, aoe disorient 

 Magma Explosion Supreme, deals high damage to players 

 We'll need to be on top of target priorities and switching. 

 Life-Pact Familiar (heals Herald for 100% health) is top priority. It will die quickly. 

 Sun Trinket (heals all nearby enemies for 30% max hp) is top priority when summoned. 

Switch to it immediately and kill it before it finishes casting an AoE heal. 

 Healer (Herald or Initiate) is secondary priority, interrupt heals and kill ASAP. 

 Chakram Master/Spinner is next priority, avoid void zones until they die. 

 Blooded Bladefeather is lowest priority, avoid the charge until it dies. 

 Short hallway = near-instant respawn if you die. Just release and run back. 

Boss 1 (Ranjit): 

 I will intentionally step into Windwallto reflect the DoT onto the boss with glyphed grounding  

totem. I will try again on Four Winds if it comes up in time (45s CD). Assuming this works, it  

should  save us some serious time.  (This technique worked against Nhallish in SMBG.) 

 Ranged will stay by door to drop Windwall out of the way. We'll move forward for Four Winds 

after 2 casts. 

 Whoever gets Lens Flare try to drop fire puddles in back by the Windwalls. You will get a red 

arrow over your head for a couple of seconds before you start taking damage/dropping puddles. 

 Ranged will move back towards crap-filled side of platform to drop 3rd Windwall out of the way. 

 Ranged will move back to clear section for 2nd cast of Four Winds. (Boss should die here or 

thereabouts.) 



 Melee: be aware that Lens Flare may target you. Watch for puddles if you or another melee gets 

targeted. 

Trash Hallway 2: 

 Pull Dread Raven alone and tank it on the now-empty boss platform. It patrols back and forth;  

try to get it while it is in the middle, as it will pull the trash pack with it if it's too close to either 

side. If you're at full health it should be ok to pull while I drink. 

 We will go left. We'll try to pull the whole pack and use AOE stun rotation on it. If it goes poorly 

we can CC. 

 Pull Arcanologist from boss room into pack when most other stuff is dead (or we can just focus it 

down quickly on its own). 

Boss 2 (Araknath): 

 Big scary boss (said to be probably the hardest boss in any CM). 

 Very high damage output. I will do my best, but will probably need help. Please use your 

personal defensive CDs as often as you can. Anti-Magic Shield, Anti-Magic Shell, Divine  

Protection, Cloak of Shadows, Ice Block, etc. will help a ton. Burst gets more powerful as the 

fight goes on, so later is better for CD usage. 

 I will try to heal through Burst #1 unassisted (unless your defensive CD is short enough to use it 

more than once or you have more than 1 to use). 

 Burst #2: use Shieldtronic Shield or Healing Potion. This is on a different CD than your offensive  

potion, so don't worry about that. 

 Burst #3: use your personal defensive CDs 

 I will use a major healing CD in each of the first 3 bursts, and then I will be out of CDs, so it is 

important we don't get to a 4th. 

 Pre-pot, Hero at pull, blow all offensive CDs. Pot again as soon as CDs come back up or ASAP if  

they won't come up in time. 

 Make sure you are standing in the Healing Rain. (Ranged players will stand in melee range.) 

 Move to intercept nearest beam ASAP. There are 3 beams on CM. Each one heals boss  for 

2%/second until intercepted. 

 Defeating this boss creates a new spawn checkpoint. His platform will be respawn point for the  

rest of the instance. 

Trash Hallway 3: 

 We will use Army of the Dead on this pull. 

 Pull 1 of the 2 raven packs. 

 We will want to use our AoE stun rotation and do as much damage as possible to the ravens 

before the stuns wear off. 

 Army ghouls will die quickly when stuns wear off. 



 Once Army dies, birds will attack players. Kite them as much as you can. If you are caught then 

you will likely die. 

 Once pack 1 is dead, pull pack 2. 

 We may or may not have Army of the Dead alive for part of pack 2. Either way, we still want to  

handle them as we did pack 1: big aoe damage, aoe stun rotations, kite if fixated. 

 There will be a large arrakoa with a pack of smaller birds. We will aoe stun/damage this pack. 

Boss 3 (Rukhran): 

 We will try to stun/kill the first couple Solar Flare before they get a chance to chase anyone to 

cut down on the kiting that the ranged have to do, since neither of us can do our job effectively 

while kiting.  

 If we kill the Solar Flare during the stun duration it will not explode/spawn others on death. 

They don't have much health, so you should be able to stun and kill them quickly. 

 LoS behind pillar during Quills, I cannot heal through it. 

 If we need to kite for a short while after the 2nd Quills phase we can, but the longer we can put 

it off, the better. 

Trash Hallway 4: 

 Navigate the Wind Maze. (Know the path.) 

 Travel exactly side-by-side or spaced far apart to avoid bird damage. If you try to travel in single  

file (like a train) the people following after the first person will be hit by the birds they activate.   

 The birds can kill you in CM and I won't be able to heal you much while running through the 

maze myself.  

 If you die during the wind maze you will probably have to release and run again, unless you are 

near the stairs. 

 After the wind maze we will heavily CC the trash pack and fight them 1-2 at a time. 

 We will kill the Life-Pact Familiar and the Solar Magnifier first since I don’t think we have any 

way to CC elementals or mechanicals. CC everything else. 

 When Magnifier dies, pull Adept and refresh CC on all others. 

 When Adept dies, pull Dervish and refresh CC on all others. 

 When fighting Dervish, avoid Storm (blue swirly puddle). 

 When Dervish dies, pull Bloodfeather. 

 Watch out for Dread Raven patrolling nearby. We don't want to pull him. 

 Once whole pack is dead, drink up and get ready for the invisibility run. 

 Dread Raven can see through Invisibility. It can be marked to help us see it to avoid it. 

 We will follow after the Raven on the same side it goes, but at a safe distance (when it is almost 

to top of staircase). 

 Once it reaches top of stairs, perform invisibility run all the way to the boss room and around 

the corner as far as you can go. We want to avoid pulling the mechanical construct guarding the 

door. 



 Invisibility run will require potion. If you have a speed boost, activate it before using potion. 

 There is an open platform before the platform occupied by trash. This is your cue for the safest 

place  to start your invisibility run. 

Boss 4 (High Priest Varyx): 

 There is a half-circle pattern radiating out from the boss platform with the boss on it. Tank the 

boss  at the top of the circle instead of by the door. 

 The construct should not aggro on proximity, so it is safe to drop lens flares by the door. 

 The construct will aggro on damage, so avoid AOE and mind your tab targeting when you are  

anywhere near the door. 

 Because of the shorter distance, Solar Zealots will need to be handled quickly when the boss  

summons them (Cast Down). 

 Solar Zealots can be stunned, slowed, rooted, and gripped. Kill them ASAP and do not let them  

reach the edge of the platform. 

 Most classes should still be able to damage the Zealot while being carried off, so attack it if you 

can. 

 If stunned at range before selecting a target (Hammer of Justice, Asphyxiate), Zealots will not  

select a target and can be passively killed by AoE damage while you stay on the boss. 

 Summoned constructs should be interrupted when they cast Shielding on the boss and 

otherwise killed ASAP. 

 If the boss is at extremely low health we can focus on killing the boss instead of the adds, but  

Shielding will still need to be interrupted, since it blocks 99% of damage on the boss. 

 Lens Flare should be dropped in an out of the way place, if possible. Along the outermost edge 

of the platform or along the doorway is ideal. Try to keep the center clear. 

 Heroism on pull, all major offensive CDs at that time. Potions will be on CD from invisibility run. 

 Solar Burst hits hard (130k-150k). 

 It can be copied by Dark Simulacrum and used against her, or to quickly kill the adds. 

 It can be reflected back at her by my glyphed grounding totem, which I will cast as often 

as I can (it is announced in chat when I drop it). 

 Otherwise, it should be interrupted as often as possible. 

 

 

 


